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Dai Wo Li Kai (Take Me Away) 

Lyricist: Chen Shan Ni 
Composer: Chen Shan Ni 

Han Yu Pin Yin
Na tian ni hui tou 
Qing ba wo dai zou 
Lian wo zui jin de qui ruo 
Lang fei zhe she de xin dong 

Ni er bian qing rou 
Fang fu tou xiao wo 
Mon jian ni mei li nan dong 
Wo ren zhu qing hua bu shuo 

*Dai wo li kai 
Zhe xie fu za de chong ai 
Yan kan chi qing 
Quan shi wu liao de bei pan 
Li bu kai 
Shi jian yi zai de po huai 
Rang wo yong gan 
Rang wo ji de ni de ai 

Hui yi mo ca wo 
Si nian de shang kou 
Yin yue qing wei wo dao zhuan 
Ni yan lei bie wei wo liu 

[ Repeat *, * ] 

Rang wo ai ni 
Yi qie bu liu yi han 

ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS

The day you return 
Pleast take me away 
Even my recent weakness 
Was wasted on touching someone's heart 
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The edge of your ear is soft 
Apparantly laughing at me 
Dreaming of your hard-to-understand beauty 
I hold back my heartfelt words 

*Take me away 
These complicated love 
What seems like infatuations 
Are all nonsense and betrayal 
Can't leave 
Time is repeatedly destroyed 
Making me brave 
Making me remember your love 

Memories polished me 
The wound from remembering 
Music, please reverse for me 
Don't shed tears for me 

[ Repeat *, * ] 

Let me love you 
No leaving any regrets
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